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ABSTRACT 
The author characterizes two Carleson-type measures relative to Hardy spaces of functions, 
holomorphic n the unit ball of C N. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
A funct ion f ho lomorph ic  in the unit ball  B in C N, N> 1, is said to belong 
to the Hardy  space H p, 0 <p < cQ, if 
[ I f I IP- - sup ~lf(r~)[Pdcr(~)<co. 
0<r<l  S 
Here a is the rotat ion- invar iant  probabi l i ty  measure on the sphere S that 
bounds  B. 
Fora~Band0<r<l  let 
E(a, r)= {z eB  : l~oa(z)] <r},  
where ~0 a denotes the standard automorph ism of  B taking 0 to a (see [9], 
chapter  2). Throughout  he paper  r will be fixed and we will occasional ly write 
E(a) instead of  E(a, r). 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 <p < ~,  o~ 4 :N  and let p be a posit ive measure on B. Then 
the fol lowing statements are equivalent: 
There exists a constant C>0 such that 
(1.1) \ p(E(a, r))<_ C(1 - [a12) a, aeB,  
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(1.2) ~I There is a constant C> 0 such that (~)P '  
p({zeB:lf(z)](1 -IZ[2)(N'a)/P>t})~C for all t>O 
and for all feH p, i.e. the mapping f - * f . (1 -  Iz[2) (N-a)/p from H p to weak 
LP(fl) (with the obvious definition) is bounded. 
Constants are denoted by C which may indicate a different constant from one 
occurrence to the next. 
The notation ( . , . )  denotes the complex inner product in C N, so that 
I zl 2 = (z, z~. 
The one variable version of Theorem 1 is due to K. Adomaitis and A. 
Zabulonis ([1]). In the proof of (1.1) = (1.2) they employ a covering lemma. Our 
approach is different, and is based on the application of Fubini's theorem. The 
proof (1.2) = (1.1) is quite standard. It amounts to estimating the integral of an 
appropriate power of 11-<z,a>r, using for example the stimates in [9], 
Proposition 1.4.10. 
To state an application of Theorem 1, an embedding theorem for H p 
spaces, let us introduce some more notation. 
For ~ e S and d> 0 the following non-isotropic balls are defined: 
B(~,g)= {z~B : I I - ( z ,~) [<~}.  
If c~> 1 and ~ ~ S the Koranyi approach regions are defined by 
I ° 1 Da(~) = zeB :]1 - (z,~)l < ~- (1 - Iz l  2) . 
These regions admit tangential approach. Nevertheless the associated maximal 
function 
Maf((  ) = sup { If(z)[ : Z e Da(() } 
is a bounded operator from H p to LP(cr). 
THEOREM 2. Let a> 1, let p be a finite, positive measure on B and dp0(z)= 
= (1-  I zl 2) -aNdp(z). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) p(B((, ~))_ CO aN, for some constant C, ~ e S, 
(b) There is a constant C such that 
p(E(a)) <_ C(1 - lal2) ~N, a e B, 
(c) po(E(a))<_ C, for some constant C, a e B, 
(d) There is a constant C such that 
po( {z ~ B : ]f(z)I(1- [ zl2)N/p > t } ) <- C(  llfll----e ) p, 
for all t> 0 and for all fe  H p, 
(e) The identity mapping from H p to LaP(p) is bounded. 
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If N= 1 this is a well known result. For the equivalence of (a) and (b) see for 
example [7]. We note that the proof is constructive. The equivalence of (a) and 
(e) is due to P. Duren [4]. 
The several variables case a = 1, (a)¢, (e), was obtained by H6rmander [5] as 
a special case of more general variants for strictly pseudoconvex domains in 
C N. Cima and Wogen [3] derived it from a Carleson measure theorem for 
Bergman spaces of the ball. (It is common terminology to call Zt satisfying (e) 
or (1.2) a Carleson-type measure on Hardy space). 
A different direct approach to the Bergman context, and related settings, is 
given in Luecking [6]. 
As a final remark, we note that the implication (b)= (a) fails when a = 1. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The following two preliminary lemmas 
Theorem 1. 
will be needed in the proof of 
LEMMA 2.1 .  
1- r  
l+r  
For all a ~ B and for all z ~ E(a, r) we have 
1- lZl  2 l+r  
1 - lal 2 1 - r" 
PROOF. Clearly, E(a, r)=o)a(rB). Hence, z=~oa(w), for some w, ]w I <r.  Using 
the identity 
(2.1) 1 -[(oa(w)]2 = (1 -la[2)(1 - lw l  2) 
i i _ (w ,a ) t2  , (see [91, Theorem 2.2.2), 
we find that 
1-  I zl 2 
1-1a l  2 
1- lwt  2 1-1wt 2 l+r  
1 - (w,a>[  2 - (1 - tw l )  2 -  l - r "  
On the other hand, 
1-1wl  2 1 - lw l  2 1- r  
I1- <w,a>l 2-  (1 +]<w,a>lf- l+r" 
LEMMA 2.2. 
(a) There is a constant 6 = 6(r) such that 
E(a,r)CD6 , O<ta[< 1, 
(b) There is a constant fl = fl(r) such that 
a 
E(a,r)cB(~-dT,fl(1-la[2) ), 0<[a l< l .  
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PROOF. The function d(z, a)= I1 - (z, a)l 1/2 on B × B satisfies the triangle in- 
equality ([9], p. 66). From this it follows that 
(2.2) d , <d(z,a)+d a, <_d(z,a)+(1-lal2) 1/2. 
If z ~ E(a), then 
(2.3) II-(z,a)12<_ (1- laj2)(1- Iz[2) 
1- r  2 , by (2.1). 
By Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2 follows from (2.2) and (2.3). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By taking an appropriate constant K=K(r, a, N) we 
see from Lemma 2.1 that 
,;/1 - I z l2~ °:/N . 
k 1 - - - -~)  <, - r  2, for all a~B and for all z~E(a). 
This observation and (2.3) show that 
E(a)Cila), where 
(1 -1al2)(1 - ]Z] 2) /1 -IZI2\a/N3 
(2.4) F(a)= ~B:  I T£ _~ ~z, Z ~ >Kt~ ) ~. 
If we replace f in (1.2) by 
(1 --[a J2) N/p 
f a(z) = (1 -- ( Z, el)) 2N/p 
and take t=KN/P(1- ]a12) -alp we obtain 
(2.5) p(F(a)) <_ cIIL II ~(1 - 1a12)% 
Since the set {fa: a~B} is uniformly bounded in H p (see [9], Proposition 
1.4.10), (1.1) follows from (2.4) and (2.5). 
To prove that (1.1) implies (1.2) choose a constant Co such that C~/]N-aI>_ 
--> (1 +r)/(1 --r). Now pick t>0,  f~H p and put 
E= {Z : [f(z)[(1 -JZ[2)tN-~)/P> t} 
and 
where d is the constant of Lemma 2.2. 
Let m denote volume measure on C u. Then we have 
du(z) 
p(E) = ~ dp(z)= j ( ~ )¢e(z ) (Odm(O) -  
e E ~ m(E(z))' 
where Ze(z) is the characteristic function of E(z). 
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(2.6) 
Using Fubini's theorem we find that 
/~(E) = ! ( I d-~dm(~)( (z) / 
= !(IZe(¢)(z)e m(E(z))/dl~(z) dm({) 
= ! ( ~ dl~(Z) ~dm({) 
enE{¢) m(E(z)) J 
dm(~) 
<_ C I ( J du(z)) - - .  
Ene(~) m(E(~)) 
Here we have used the fact that if z ~ E(~) then m(E(z))~ m(E(~)) (see [81). (The 
symbol - means that the ratio of the two terms is bounded above and below). 
Now we claim that 
(2.7) ~ d l l (Z )  ~ CZF(~)(1 -- I~ 12)a 
E • E(4) 
If ~F ,  then ~(ENE(~))<_I~(E(~))<_C(1- 1~]2) a by the hypotheses. If ~6F  
then ENE(~)=0. Indeed, if zeEnE(g) then 
since 
by Lemma 2.2(a). Our assumption on C O shows that 
Co(1 - I~ 12) N- c~/p >(1 -- l Zl 2) (N- cO/p. 
Thus, 
CoM6f(~) ( l  -1~[2)(N-~)/P> t, a contradiction. 
Since m(E(~)) - (1-  j~12) N+I (see [8]), we see from (2.6) and (2.7) that 
p(E)<_C I (1 -[~[2)a-N-ldrn(~). 
F 
If a<N, then we have 
/t(E)_< C I da(() ~ (1 -- Q)a -N-  ld~ ) 
s Q < 1 - (t /CoMjf(~)) p/(N- a) 
-<Ct -p j M6f(~)Pda(~)<_C - -P  . 
S 
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If a > N, then 
1 
B(E)_<C I da(~) I (1-Q)a-N- ldQ 
S 1 - (t /CoM6f(~)) p/(N a) 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The implication (a)= (b) follows from Lemma 2.2(b), while the implication 
(b) ~ (c) is a consequence of Lemma 2.1. The equivalence (c) ¢* (d) is the special 
case a = 0 of Theorem I. Proof that (d) implies (e): 
J If(z)laPdl~(Z)= ~ (]f(z)l( 1 -IzlZ)N/P)aPdgo(Z) 
B B 
=ap ~ ¢to({z~B: lf(z)l(1 -IZ[Z)N/P>t})t~P-ldt 
0 
Cp[lfl[ p 
_<Cllfll p I taP-p-ldt=CllfllY "
0 
Here we have used the estimate 
cpllfll p 
If(z)l _< (1 7~z~/P '  f e H p (see [91). 
Many details of the proof of the implication (e)= (a) are direct consequences 
of calculations and estimates in [2]. 
Fix 0 < 0 < 1 and let ~ e S. Define 
f(z) = (1 -O(z,  ~>) -(N+ 1)/p. 
Since (e) holds, we have 
du(z) ,~ 1/ap 
C(1-0)-1/P>_ Ilfllp>-C-l( ! 11_O(Z,{)I(N+I).aj 
>.c-l( ~ Re tl-O<Z,~>l-a(N+Od/a(Z)) 1/crp 
B 
-a (N+ 1) \ 1/ap  
dla(Z)) 
1 + ) imp >C-1(1 -0)  -(N+I)/p j Re 0(1 - (z,~)) -~(N+l)d/a(Z) 
where 0<do< I is a constant such that if [2]_<d othen Re (1 + ~)-a(N+l)-->e>0. 
If 
I1 - (z,4)[ <do(1 -0 ) ,  then 
oll-<z,¢>l 
1-0  
< do 
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and hence  
Re  I1+ 0(1 -  (z ,  ~) )1__~ -~(N+ 1)>e>O.  
L 
So we see that  
~(B(~, fi0(1 - 0)) ~ C(1 - Q).N. 
The  resu l t  fo l lows.  
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